Garway
At approx 19:50 a male was seen hopping over a rear garden fence in Garway. The
male running away was around 6 ft tall and about 20 years old. It appears the
offender attempted to gain access to the rear of the premises causing damage to a
pvc door.
A premises in Garway has had large amounts of stone stolen from bags outside the
property. Cctv has captured pictures of a vehicle that we would like to make
enquiries. The vehicle is a silver Peugeot 205 with a registration similar to 100AT* (I
can not put out the full vrm). Enquiries are ongoing.
Kingstone
A vehicle had a catalytic converter stolen whilst parked in Chandlers Close,
Kingstone. This happened sometime between the 7th and 9th of December.
Much Birch
Overnight the 18th to the 19th of December a premises was broken into in Much
Birch. A motorbike, an Isuzu pick up, and a quantity of machinery was stolen
including some high value tools. The vehicle pick up and some items have been
abandoned near bye and recovered to the owner.
Little Birch
At 18:10 a small white van stopped at a property in Little Birch. A large amount of
veg was stolen from outside the property with the offender not contributing to the
honesty box. If you happened to witness this please call 101 quoting the ois
616s201213.
On a lighter note: Police attended a report of a stolen vehicle. The victim was
watching offenders on his cctv system. Officers were doing a search of the local area
when the victim reported the offenders had just returned the vehicle… When Police
attended the premises the vehicle was in situ and the engine was cold. It turned out
the victim had not reset the cctv and was watching himself drive away in the vehicle
earlier that day.
Positive Policing: Police have been called to numerous vehicles stuck in flood water
today…… If you are not sure do not drive through it!
Have a lovely Christmas and New Year!
Kind Regards
Kevin
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